
Global healthcare 
provider slashes costs
Using Nuage Networks technology,  
a global healthcare company: 

• Reduced WAN costs by 50%

• Improved application performance, 
productivity, and real-time visibility

• Enhanced flexibility, resilience, and 
agility across all global sites.

SD-WAN transformation

Tailored transformation for your business
Cherry-pick your ideal solution elements, unify them, and manage them with ease.

Why BT and Nuage Networks from Nokia?

Your network, your way
With service options and flexible subscription models, 
you choose what you control, what we manage for you, 
and how you pay for it.

Industry drivers

How BT and Nuage Networks from Nokia deliver

Simplify global digital transformation 
with BT and Nuage Networks from Nokia

Source: Global Study Findings: SD-WAN Adoption Drivers, Challenges, and Maturity in the Age of Covid-19
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secure gateways across 
the world with protected 
global controllers.

20+ 
years working as key 
technology partners 
across our core fixed and 
mobile networks.

180 
BT is a global company 
with a presence in  
over 180 countries.

100
The points in our checklist 
for successful network 
deployment.

A trusted 
partnership

Secure, reliable 
SD-WAN

Unmatched 
global reach

Designed for  
the future

Up and  
running fast

Rapid setup

New sites can go online in minutes, not months.

Custom security built-in

Nuage Networks offers intelligent micro-
segmentation across devices and applications.

Consistent performance, 
everywhere

From the office to the branch, the head  
office to the home, ensure reliable  
network performance for all workers. 

Real-time insight

Get consistent visibility and policy  
control from one place.

Minimised risk of downtime

Our experts consult on and manage  
your migration step-by-step, with full 
emulation in our labs to reduce risk.

Global manufacturer transforms connectivity

“It’s been revolutionary for  
our employees – they can  
now run what they need,  
when they need it”
Rowan Start 
CIO, IXOM

• Connected users across  
45 global locations

• Reduced WAN costs by 25%

• Flexible solution that included  
MPLS and internet

Put your network transformation in safe hands
Contact your BT specialist here

In association with

95%
of global enterprises cite built-in 
SD-WAN security as important  
or essential.

92%
consider global reach important  
or essential when working  
with a partner.

92%
of global businesses consider  
cost/value for money important or 
essential when selecting a partner.

>10,000 
SD-WAN sites deployed 
by BT.

6,500
cyber attacks that  
we block each day.

100m+ 
malicious communications 
blocked each month.

40%
typical network saving 
from transformation  
to Nuage Networks  
SD-WAN.

Corporate office. Home office. Data centre. Branch. 
Public cloud, private cloud, on-premises… we gather, 
connect and simplify management of them all, with 
resilience, agility, and uncompromising security.

International sites? Thousands 
of remote workers? Complex 
network? No problem

Offices worldwide
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